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President’s Message
By Ray Agostino
The first year
of my term has
come and gone
and I would like to
thank our MPETA Board for all
of their time and
hard work they
dedicate to this organization. I have
learned so many things along the way, but
most importantly, that none of this would
be possible without such a great team.
Also, to our Past Presidents who have
guided me through this first year and have
given me direction. The MPETA Board
will remain intact for the 2015/16 year, so
hopefully great things are still ahead.
This past year I have had the opportunity to be a part of several different discussion groups and take part in many events.
I have met many new people from across
this great country and can quickly see the
passion for Physical Education is no different from coast to coast. Outlined below is a
list of actions that I was a part of this year.

• MPETA continued the Geocaching
Loaner program with Healthy Schools.
• MPETA is working with the Dairy
Farmers of Manitoba on the implementation of their new award.
• Chaired MPETA Fall Planning and
MPETA board meetings throughout
the year.
• Attended the PHE National Conference in Banff, AB
• Attended the Healthy Schools in Motion workshop for Physical Literacy.

• Connected with various organizations
and groups to join forces (Basketball
MB, MHSAA)
• Partnered with MPESA to form/design
a mentorship program that will hopefully be ready to run in the fall of 2015.
• Attended MHSAA Trustee Summit on
Sport Policy in the province (importance of school sports)
• Partnered with various organizations
to be a part of the Manitoba Physical
Literacy Workshop in Oct. 2015.

Actions:
• Phone and Email correspondence with
Krystle Seymour at the MPETA office
daily throughout the year.
• Wrote four Presidents messages for
The Journal.
• Attended 2 sets of COPT (Council of
Provinces) meetings throughout year
and wrote Manitoba Reports for each
of them.
• Attended the MPESA (Manitoba
Physical Education Supervisor’s Association) Fall Conference and meetings
this year (7).
• Helped with the TUCK workshop (Pre
Conference Workshop- SAGE)
• Hosted the MPETA Awards Banquet
in October of 2014,
• Attended meetings with Dept. of Education and Healthy Schools.
• Reviewed and revised the MB safety
documents
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Editor’s Note

Like the movie “Fast and Furious,” the last month is a turbo-charged one for PE/HE teachers; track and field meets/championships, tabloid day, athletic awards night, marking year end projects, placing equipment orders, report cards and BOOM it’s
over for another year. We hope you had a fantastic year. A few changes we are exploring for the 2015-16 include publishing the
journal 3x per year, delivering an online version to members, and creating a review board. Thank you to everyone who submitted articles, ideas & success stories over the year. We appreciate you sharing ideas that have worked for you. Please feel free
to forward any feedback or submissions that you would like to see included in the journal to Krystle at the MPETA office at
mpeta@sportmanitoba.ca.

June 2015
By Ralph Clark, Manitoba Representative to PHE Canada Board of Directors

National Conference: “A
Physical Literacy Uprising”
• PHE Canada and HPEC conference
organizing committee facilitated a fantastic professional development opportunity in Banff, Alberta from April 30
to May 2. Over 800 delegates enjoyed
a wide variety of sessions, tremendous
hospitality from the host province, and
some fantastic scenery. Approximately 20 delegates from Manitoba (with
support from MPETA PD Funding)
travelled to Banff to take part in the
“Physical Literacy Uprising”.
• The next National Conference will take
place in St. John’s, Newfoundland and
Labrador from May 4–May 6, 2017.
The 2017 National Conference will
be co-hosted by Physical Education
Special Interest Council (PESIC) and
Physical and Health Education Canada.

2015 Student Leadership
Conference
• Registration is now open for the
2015 Student Leadership Conference
taking place September 23–27, 2015.

The conference is open to students
enrolled in university or college in 2nd
year or higher (as of September 2015).
Go to www.phecanada.ca/events/
student-leadership-conference
for
more information.

New Video Tutorials for Passport
for Life!
• PHE Canada is excited to share with
you comprehensive website tutorials to
support Passport for Life implementation from start to finish. The five tutorial topics include:
• An Introduction to Passport for Life
• Registration and the Teacher Dashboard Navigation
• Inputting Assessment Data Online
• Viewing and Printing Student
Passports
• Goal Setting and the Check-in
Assessment
• To access the videos, create a new
teacher account or log into your existing
account and click on the link in the Welcome menu. Still have questions about
Passport for Life after watching the videos? Contact Tricia Zakaria at tricia@
phecanada.ca or 613-523-1348 ext. 235.

Call For Pilots: Pilot schools
needed for Passport for Life
(Grades 3–6)
• PHE Canada is looking for Grades 3,
4, 5 or 6 teachers from across Canada
to pilot the enhanced Passport for Life
website and assessment tools featuring
accommodation options for students
with a disability. The enhanced assessments provide teachers and students
with a variety of accommodation options for each assessment encouraging an inclusive environment for all
students. This English pilot will occur
during the months of October 2015 to
May 2016.
• If you would like to be involved in
the pilot, please complete the online
application form at the following
link by Tuesday, June 16, 2015: www.
surveymonkey.com/s/3-6
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Get Your Head Into It!

Guinness World Record Attempt Event, June 2015
A Manitoba Healthy Living and Seniors & Manitoba Health Schools Initiative

On June 3, at the Materials Distribution Agency, over 1300 people gathered in an attempt to break the Guinness World
Record for the most people wearing a bike helmet. Thank you to all the schools that participated.

2015 Provincial Physical Literacy Conference
Physical Literacy: The Gateway to Active Participation
Over 340 delegates from the health, education, sport, recreation, and early childhood sectors attended this engaging all-day
event on March 13, 2015 at the Victoria Inn & Conference Centre. Delegates left with a solid understanding of physical literacy
and the knowledge to move from promotion to provision.
Dr. Dean Kriellaars facilitated the conference and keynote
presentations were given by Dr. Michael Ungar and Dr. Amanda Stanec. Thank you to all who attended this professional development day! Session handouts are available at the Manitoba
in Motion website.
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2015 SHAPE America National
Convention and Expo
Seattle, WA

By Philippe Chabot, École Regent Park, RETSD
Thank you to MPETA and the Professional Development Fund (RETTARETSD) for the assistance I received
towards attending the 2015 SHAPE
America Convention & Expo in Seattle
WA from March 17–21, 2015. There were
many informative and innovative sessions
offered by enthusiastic experts in the field
of Health and Physical Education. The
convention this year was held at the Washington Convention Center downtown Seattle. Next year’s conference will be held in
Minneapolis, MN in April 2016.
With an early start at 7:30 am each
morning, a wide variety of sessions for
P.E. teachers, health teachers, coaches
and university students in the field of P.E.
were offered from Tuesday to Saturday. A
mobile device was a must to be able to use
the official App of the conference. The
participants were able to move from one
session to the other; that said, the large
selection of sessions was overwhelming
at times. Choices were difficult to make as
participants were eager to attend as many
sessions as possible. However, by using the Convention Center room, Shape
America was able to accommodate many
participants at one time.
Exposition: A great way to spend valuable time was to visit the Expo. Participants were able to see the latest trends
and tools to replicate in the classroom,
the gymnasium, or on the playing field.
Also, for three consecutive days companies (Sportime, Picklelball Central, DOM,
US Games, Drum Alive, GOPHER,
etc…) had a large open space not far
from the Expo for participants to try out
their equipment.
Here are some highlights of a few
sessions.

1. Creative Basketball
Activities and Strategies for
Elementary Students
Sandy “Spin”Slade Website: www.
skillastics.com
The facilitator demonstrated a fun way
to teach fundamental basketball drills in
a fun way. She guided the participants
through a standard-based basketball handling and dribbling workout.

A. Set-Up—Basketball Fundamental
Drills
The ideal situation is for every student to have a basketball, or any ball
that bounces.Organize them in lines or
in a horseshoe pattern with yourself in
front, or select a responsible student to
lead the class under your supervision. You
may want to break the class down into 4
groups, with 4 responsible students leading each group.
Ball-Handling: Ball-Handling is a
fundamental basketball skill that can be
practiced on any surface without the need
for baskets.
• Pinch ball
• Figure Eight
• Butterfly
• Behind back catch clap
• Around body, waist, knees and head
• Ball slaps
• Figure Eight over back
• Figure Eight Shuffle
• Behind back catch
• Both hands flip toss
• Single leg circle
• Flip Toss
• Ricochet bounce
• Three left, 3 figure eight, 3 left

B. Partner Games, Relays, and
Ball-Handling Competitions
Partner Quick Draw Drill: Every student has a partner. One student holds the
ball at the neck in the back. This student
will drop the ball at any time. The other
student tries to catch the ball behind their
back before it touches the ground. This
students hands are on the side of the
body, waist high. What makes it difficult
is that this student has to clap in front
before catching the ball behind the back.
Try for a while and then switch turns.
Over and Under: Lines of 8–10 students. The student in the front has the
basketball, holding it above their head.
When the whistle blows, they pass the
ball to the student behind them. This
student then passes the basketball under
their legs to the next student. Alternating
over and under until it gets to the last student. When the last student gets the ball,
they will run to the front of the line and
pass it over their head to the next person
in line, repeating the process. When every
student in each line has run to the front,
have the students sit down. First group
sitting wins.
Crab walk: Lines with 8–10 students
in each line, with students standing on the
endline. When the whistle blows, the first
student in line transfers the ball between
the legs in a figure 8 pattern while walking
at the same time. Have the students go to
half-court and back. First line done and
sitting down wins.
Sideline Drill: Spilt up students evenly with one group standing on each sideline. Have the students count and remember their numbers. Two basketballs are in
the middle of the floor. Before the game
starts, tell the students what ball-handling
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drill they need to do in the middle of the
court. Example: 5 times around the waist,
or catch the ball 3 times behind the back.
Yell out a number and that student with
that number will run to the basketball and
do that particular drill. When they finish,
they must slam the ball on the ground and
run back into line. First one back in the
line wins. Pick different numbers.
Mirror Drill: Every student has a partner. One student is the leader, one student is the follower. The leader begins to
do ball-handling drills while the follower
mimics every drill. After a certain amount
of time, switch responsibilities.
Dribbling: A hard surface, a gym floor
or blacktop is recommended in order to
complete these drills successfully.
• Control dribble: Left foot forward,
bend at the knees, protect the ball with
your left hand and keep the head up.
Dribble basketball with right hand as
low as you can. After a while, blow the
whistle and have the students raise dribble to knee height. Finally blow whistle
again and have students raise the dribble to waist height. Do the same thing
with the left hand, except right foot is
forward and the students are protecting
the ball with their right hand.
• Crossover dribble: Feet are shoulder
width apart, knees bent. Dribble one
hard dribble from the right to the left
hand and back again, in front of the
body. After the students get the hang
of this, challenge them to stutter step
while simultaneously doing the crossover dribble. Finally, have them start
the crossover dribble as low as they can,
then extending the arms, almost like a
pendulum, doing the crossover as high
as they can. Low to high and repeat.
• Single leg circle dribble: Dribble basketball around one leg at a time, right
then left leg. Reverse the direction.
• Figure eight dribble: Start with legs
shoulder width apart and knees bent.
Dribble the basketball from one hand to
the other in a figure 8 pattern. Have the
students dribble in knee height and then
as low as they can. Reverse the direction.
Back and Forth/Side to Side: The
basketball is in the right hand. Dribble
back and forth on the right side of the
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body with right hand only. Switch, putting
your right hand behind your back and
dribbling with your left hand on the left
side of the body. You want the dribble
to bounce even with the foot. Repeat.
Dribble side to side in front of the body
with right hand only. Switch, putting your
right hand behind your back and dribbling with your left hand. Dribble side to
side in front of the body. You want the
dribble to bounce right in the middle of
your body. Repeat.
Punching Bag: Have the students
kneel on the right knee. Start by dribbling
the ball as low and then gradually dribbling
high. Repeat going high to low. The students will be on the knee the whole time.
Rotate by doing this drill on the left knee.
Sit Down Drills: Have all the students
sit down with their feet straight out. Put
the ball in the right hand, dribble low on
the right side of the body. After a while,
switch to the left hand on the left side of
the body. Switch back to the right side,
dribbling with the right hand while simultaneously doing sit-ups. Switch to left
hand and sit-ups. Finally, have the students dribble the basketball with one finger at a time, thumb included. Use both
the right and left hand.
Two ball dribble drills: Have one
student face another. One student has
two basketballs. Dribble two basketballs
simultaneously in front of body. Switch
students and repeat. Dribble two basketballs alternating in front. Switch students
and repeat.
Back and forth/side to side with two
balls: The same concept as with one basketball, but this time using two basketballs.

C. Partner Games, Relays, and
Dribbling Competitions
Chicken Dribble: Partner up the students. Each partner has a ball. Both students are dribbling at the same time trying
to knock the basketball away from their
partner. Students must keep dribbling at
all times.
Dribble Tag: Just like tag, but all the
students are dribbling. Depending upon
how many basketballs you have, determines
how many kids can go at once. You pick
who's it and they have to dribble, trying to

tag the other students. Limit the space from
where they can go. As more and more students are eliminated, make the space smaller. Keep switching who is it.
Dribble Tag Option: Same as above, except using flag football flags or jump ropes.
The person who is “it” tries to pull off the
flag. When they are successful at doing that,
the person who lost the flag becomes it too
and tries to help pull other flags.
Freeze Tag: When a player is tagged,
he/she is frozen and must do a ball-handling or dribbling drill until the game is
over and everyone is caught. The players
that are tagged are also “it” and may tag
anyone who runs close enough, but they
cannot move from their position.
Dribble Tag Maze: Just like Dribble
Tag, but set up cones throughout the space
so the students have an obstacle to get
around in order to tag the other students.
Dribbling Relays: Lines of 8–10 students. When the whistle blows, the student in the front dribbles the length of
the court and back, then handing the basketball to the next person in line. The first
line that goes through all the students and
sits down, wins. *Suggestions: Mix up the
dribble moves they use in each relay sequence. Examples. Right hand only. Left
hand only. Crossover three times down
the court, etc…
Sideline Chicken Dribble Drill: Exactly like sideline drill in the ball-handling
section. However, instead of the students
doing ball-handling drills when their
number is called, have them run out to
the middle of the floor, grab a basketball and play chicken dribble against each
other. The first one to knock the other
students basketball away wins.
Motivational ideas and suggestions
from Sandy: Play upbeat music while the
students do the ball-handling and dribbling drills. Music could be played while
the students are working on the drills at
each station. As soon as the music stops,
that their Cue to move on to the next station and be ready before the music starts
again. For a basketball unit final, have each
student put together a minute program of
drills that they've learned in class. Give
them the opportunity to do it by themselves or with a partner. Stress creativity.
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Let them use music if they would like.
Reaction Drills: These drills are a
lot of fun and the students can see how
much they improve every class.
• Temple, knee drill: Students knees
bent. Hands on their temples. When
you yell 1, the students take their right
hand and touch their left knee and
then quickly return hand to temple.
When you yell 2, the students take their
left hand and touch their right knee
and quickly return hand to temple.
Get them use to it and then mix up the
commands. Speed up as they get better.
• Temple, knee, clap drill: Students'
knees bent. Hands on their temples.
When you yell 1, the students clap,
touch their thighs and quickly return
hands to their temples. When you yell
2, the students clap, touch their thighs
and clap again before quickly returning
to their temples. Get them use to it and
then mix up the commands.
• Agility drill: Knees bent, 10 students
in a circle. Push ball with hand, trying
to get ball through legs. Everyone had
their legs more than shoulder length
apart, hand down protecting the space

D. Basketball Board Game
*Please note that Skillstics offer a variety of board games for other sports/
activities.
For this activity, the facilitator had 4
different groups of approximately 8 participants ( 4 colors) per group. One main
board game was placed in the middle of
the room with 4 smaller board games in
each corner. One person from each group
had to go in the middle to roll the dice.
After rolling the dice and moving their
pion, the leader had to go back to the
group and do the activity with his group
after 10 reps. the next person had to go
in the middle and roll the dice and so on.
During that time the group was still performing the previous drill so the leader
had to quickly return to his group to demonstrate the next drill. At the same time,
participants were passing a basket which
added 2 pts. to your score.
Here a few examples of the drill performed with the group (10 reps)
• Dribble on one knee

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crossover Dribble
Butterfly
Circle Knees
Sit Up Dribble Right Hand
Quick Touches
Clap and Catch
Blind Back Cash
Figure 8
Around the Waist
Shoot to a partner
Watch this video if you would like to see
what Sandy can do with a basketball: www.
youtube.com/watch?v=cLdKM38iA_4

2. Tabata Kids Action:
How it Revolutionized Our
School Culture
Peter M.Driscoll Website:
http://tabatakids.com
Peter M.Driscoll is a P.E. teacher in
Vermont in a K–8 school. He started using Tabata a few years ago for himself
when traveling abroad in another country.
When he came back he started working
with his students to increase their fitness.
Tabata Kids utilizes the TABATA
Protocol, a 4 minute high intensity interval training method made famous by the
Japanese Olympic Speed Skating Team.
This protocol has been proven to increase aerobic and anaerobic capacities
at an astonishing rate, utilizing 20 second
intervals of intense physical activity followed by 10 seconds of rest. They have
found this to be an optimal time ratio for
student “brain & movement breaks.” You
can find more info on his website, you can
buy music for your Tabata routine. For a 4
minutes routine you need to choose 8 different exercises and only 4 for a 2 minutes
routine. Here an example of a routine we
performed at the conference. Make sure
you teach the exercises to your students
before for good technique.

TABATA Routine
20 sec. on, 10 sec. off
1. Front plank
2. Russian twist
3. Jump squat
4. Push-up (Chest touches the floor)
5. Lunge jump
6. Reverse plank
7. Burbees

8. Bicycle crunch
You
Tube
video,
classroom
example:www.youtube.com/watch?v=
tX9SMn9Hwjc

3. Growth and Development in
Performance Training and
Injury Prevention
Jennifer Peterson and
Joseph Palumbo
*Please note that a new website will
be available soon. Old website: www.
jp2athleticdevelopment.com.
During this presentation, the participants had the opportunity to learn
about Program Design, Progressions
and Instructional Strategies. Also, the facilitators talked about the Youth-Specific
Factors as far as progression when designing a program for athletes/students.
Participants also learned about injury (
Mechanical, Acute/Trauma, Chronic/
Overuse, Chronic Recurring) specifically
for Youth-Athletes.

Here are examples of a Dynamic
Warm-Up: Game-Ready in under
10-Minutes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Medicine Ball Squat & Reach
Arm Swing / March
Forward Speed Skip
Backward Speed Skip
Soldier Kick
Rotational Plane Lunge Walk
Cross touch Kick
Over-Under
Lateral Speed Skip
High Knee Outer Rotation

Here are examples of Introductory
Plyometric:

Depth Drops: 10 reps
Broad Jumps: 10 reps
Squat Jumps: 3 sets * 10 seconds
180 jumps: 3 sets * 10 seconds
Scissor Jumps: 3 sets * 10 seconds
Tuck Jumps: 3 sets *10 seconds
Once again, I am grateful to have had
the opportunity to participate in such a
wonderful conference. Stay active!
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By Niki Gagnon, Salisbury Morse Place School
I always wanted to attend an AAPHERD Conference in the States. Phys.
Ed friends of mine had been to Indianapolis, New Orleans and other great places
and always told me how much they got out
of the experience. Not only did they learn
new games, but they got to meet lots of
new friends along the way. Most of all, they
learned how lucky we are here in Canada,
where teaching is a respected profession
and we are highly regarded not only by our
students, but also our communities.
When I heard that AAPHERD, which
is now called Shape America, was taking
place in Seattle, Washington, I jumped
on the chance to apply. Luckily I was approved to go, and on March 17, a week of
energizing games and thought-provoking
sessions began.
The thing I most appreciated about the
whole week was the way each day began.
Every morning, a new keynote speaker
presented his thoughts or research done
in the field of physical education. The
first keynote speaker was Dr. John Medina, a molecular biologist from Seattle.
He reminded us how even just a little bit
of exercise allows for greater learning.
With that in mind, physical activity has
a very important place not only in the
gymnasium, but also the classrooms. He
challenged us to think outside the box
about how our teaching could influence
success. Wednesday's speaker was a man
who grew up in Philadelphia, Mr. Kevln

Carroll. He told us his story, growing up
in a broken home, and not knowing much
stability in life until his grandparents took
custody of Kevin and his brothers. The
day he went to live with his grandparents,
Kevin went to a nearby playground and
found a red rubber ball. That ball changed
his life, as it allowed him to feel belonging for the first time. The ball allowed him
to meet new friends, play on teams, and
feels a sense of pleasure that he had never
had before. Kevin went on to work for
NIKE as a Katalyst, encouraging everyone to promote their brand! In his opinion, everyone can enrich and enliven their
work lives, with simple communication
and team dynamics. On Friday, it was an
honour to sit in on Dr. Kenneth Cooper,
the father of Aerobics' presentation. This
is the man who allowed us to be physical
education teachers, when he proved, over
40 years ago, that card iovascular exercise
would not kill us, but ra t her allow us to
live much longer lives.
Along with the keynote speakers came
a variety of session presenters. My favorite session was called Minimal Equipment/Minima I Space Activities. This
session had 3 instructors all tagging of to
teach a new game or dance every 5 minutes. It was non-stop fun and gave me lots
of fresh ideas that I could bring to my
double classes. One simple game that we
learned was called Toe Tag.

Toe Tag
Very simple to play with many people
in the gym. Set up 2 rows of hula hoops
with about 3 feet between each line of
hoops. Each hoop in lone line has a bean
bag, the other hoop facing it would be
empty. Students would partner up and
stand in opposite hoops. When the game
begins, the person with the bean bag
would try to toss the bean bag at his partner's feet. The other partner could catch
the bag or tap it down-to pick it up and
try his/her chance at tagging. The game
started off simply, only with partners
throwing to one another. Then it got a
bit tougher when you could aim at anyone in the other line. Then they made it
even more interesting with boys versus
boys only, girls versus girls only etc. The
variations continued to come, but t he
best part…if vou got tagged by a bean
bag, you just picked it up and carried on I
There was no big production about being
out and everyone had a very active time.
I loved my stay in Seattle. I was motivated to come back to my gym and try out
all the new ideas, Thanks to MPETA for
the help. I encourage everyone out t here
to travel one day to a SHAPE America
conference!

By Nadine Cabak Ralph, Sherwood School
Thank you to MPETA for supporting
me through the Professional Development Funding Grant. I had the opportunity to go to Seattle for their SHAPE (Society of Health and Physical Educators)
America conference from March 17th
– 21st. There were excellent guest speakers and over 300 programs and events to
choose from. I especially enjoyed listening to guest speaker Kevin Carroll and
going to many sessions related to the
Presidential Youth Fitness Program, US
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Games, Yoga, Pickle ball, and Minimal
Space, Minimal Equipment.
I gained many new skills and information to enhance my knowledge as a Physical Education Specialist and enjoyed collaborating with other professionals from
across the country.
If you get a chance, I strongly recommend listening to Kevin Carroll—Part
One—Where Dreams and Reality Meet—
YouTube. It is an inspirational story about
the spirit and dynamics of play and how

it shaped his life. There is also a part two
and part three as well. He states, “There
are 2 important days of a person’s life,
‘The day that they were born and the day
they discover why’. He also has a great
book out called, ‘Rules of the Red Rubber
Ball’. In the book he has transformed his
philosophy into seven simple rules that
any successful leader will endorse:
1. Commit to it
2. Seek out encouragers
3. Work out your creative muscle;
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Prepare to shine
Speak up
Expect the unexpected
Maximize the day
Yoga sessions are always interesting and
fun and a great way to calm the class before
they leave to go back to their classroom or
can also be used by the classroom teacher.
The ‘Hoberman Sphere’ is great for breathing exercises. Showing the sphere expanding and contracting is a great visual for the
students for their breathing. Great cards to
use for Yoga are ‘YOGA 4 Classrooms’ by
Lisa Flynn and I have the ‘Yoga Pretzels’
set which are also really good. Following is
‘A fun Spring Yoga Sequence’ called ‘The
Thunderstorm’ we did…
• This activity is played in boat pose, a
balancing seated posture. Kids love
this game because it allows them to express their exuberance. Teachers love it
because it balances that release of energy with self-control. Lead the class by
modeling the movements and sounds.

• “A storm is coming…Here comes the
rain.” Lightly tap the floor with your
feet, like the pitter-patter of rain. Tap
your face and head with your fingers,
like raindrops.
• “It’s raining harder—it’s pouring!”
Stomp the floor with your feet. Row
the boat through the puddles, using
your arms.
• “Here come the big gusts of wind!”
Wave your arms and make whooshing
noises.
• “Here come the thunder and lightning!” Slap your legs or clap.
• After the noise and movement have
peaked, “Freeze!” Everyone balances
in boat pose and tries to be as still
and quiet as possible—embodying the
peaceful silence after the storm.
The Minimal Spaces, Minimal Equipment session had a fun game called
‘Tanks and Commanders.

Directions:

ability to ultimately never give up. Responding constructively to failure—turning failure
into opportunity to learn “a passionate commitment to a single mission and unswerving
dedication to achieve that mission.”
GRATITUDE: identifying and being
thankful and appreciative for ones benefits, past, present and future, even in the
midst of trial. Recognizing and rejoicing
about what’s right in the world which
clears ones vision for possibility—a state
of mind that one can choose.
GUMPTION: violation: that which
moves one forward. It is the product of
a combination of high levels of discernment, volition, courage and passion driven goals that leads an individual to move
toward those viable and worthy goals
despite obstacles or fears

ACADEMIC MINDSET: how students frame themselves as learners, their
learning environment, their relationships
to the learning environment (beliefs, attitudes, dispositions, values, and ways
of perceiving oneself. Mindset can have
a powerful impact on academic performance, in general, and particular on how
students behave in the face of challenge.
Core mindset = growth mindset
CHARACTER: a set of abilities or
strengths that are very much changeable
entirely malleable. They are skills you can
learn; they are skills you can practise; and
they are skills you can teach.
I am attaching a work ethic skills sheet
that I think could be useful both in the
classroom as well as the gym.

Each student will have a partner, one
will be tank and the other will be the commander. The tank puts on the blind fold.
The commander gives verbal directions
to the tank so that the tank can find the
soft balls scattered around the playing
area. When a tank is loaded (finds a ball)
it must toss it to destroy another tank. A
tank that is hit 7 times reverses roles with
its commander. Commanders can protect
their tanks from being hit by knocking
down the incoming balls, but can never
touch their tanks. Switch rolls often.
A very worthwhile and excellent
conference.

ACA Conference
Orlando, Florida
By Raena Thompson
I would like to thank MPETA for giving me $300.00 towards my professional
development for the ACA conference in
Orlando on counselling and mental health.
The one session that I really enjoyed was
about GRIT, GRATITUDE, and GUMPTION: Instilling character traits that promote learning and life success in students.
Teaching and Learning environments
can promote Grit, Tenacity, and perseverance, by giving students the opportunities
to take on optimally challenging goals, that,
to the student are worthy of pursuit. They
will want to achieve these goals if they resonate with their personal values and interests, but they also need rigorous and supportive environments to accomplish these
goals, and develop critical resources.
GRIT: tenacity, perseverance, the
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Boost Conference 2015
MPETA Grant Support

Keith Redfern and Dan Poperechny, Fort Richmond Collegiate
Five teachers from Fort Richmond
Collegiate attended the BOOST Conference (Best Out Of School Time) in Palm
Springs, California at the end of April.
The Conference was three day's long and
featured key note speakers, three-2 hour
sessions a day with many choices for sessions. The conference also programmed
in "Inspiration stations" for small group
interactions that were 45 minutes long.
These sessions were extremely effective
to collaborate and network directly with
presenters and other delegates. The central theme of this year's Conference was
"Inspire Youth. Inspire Learning. Inspire
Change".
BOOST offers opportunities to help
with programming for all grade levels
in Physical Education and for staff that
work with "at-risk" students.
We have chosen some of our favorite
games or activities from the conference
that we came across in sessions, Inspiration Stations or from Booth's that we
attended in the Marketplace at the Palm
Springs Convention Centre.
We recommend highly the Resource
Package that Sangita Kumar and Tanyo
Mayo produced which is called "Building Intentional Communities, Icebreakers
and Team Builders To Build Community". This resource can be purchased by
going to their website at buildingintentionalcommunities.com. The following
games and activities were chosen from
this resource.

1. iPhone 15
This activity is from the section of
the package called “Activities to Facilitate
Connections”.

Objective:
To build relationships

Materials:
• Baskets

•
•
•
•

Markers
Construction paper
Glue
Scissors

Set-Up:
• Divide participants into groups of
four people
• Prepare a materials basket for each
group with the above materials

Instructions:
1. Explain that each group is a team of
media specialists and has gathered today to work on a new design for the
iPhone 15.
2. Let them know that they will have 30
minutes to put together a prototype
and a sales pitch as the company executives have asked for submissions from
groups all over the world.
3. Explain that for this one-of-a-kind design, each group must:
• Create a new look for the iPhone 15
• create a unique ringtone that has special significance to their team and it
must be presented in a unique way
(through a song, clapping out the beat
etc.)
• design an App for this phone that represents the group's personality. They
should design an icon and describe
what this app does.
4. Pass out a materials basket with markers, paper, glue and scissors to each
group and tell them they have 30 minutes to complete the tasks outlined
above.
5. Once the teams have created their
phones and Apps, each group should
take turns presenting.
6. If you wish, award points for innovation, design and presentation.

Debrief:
Ask the students the following questions at the end of the class:

• How did you feel at the beginning of
this activity?
• What was most important to you in
this activity? ( to be the best, to have
innovative ideas, etc?)
• Were these things important to others
on your team?
• How do you feel now that it is finished
and you have seen and heard from other groups?
• What did you learn about the members
of your team?
• What did you learn about the other
teams?

2. Call of the Wild
This activity is from the section of the
package called “Activities to Get Groups
Moving”

Objective:
To build trust among participants

Materials:
Blindfolds

Set-Up:
Clear the room/space of chairs or any
potentially dangerous obstacles

Instructions:
1. Divide the group into pairs and ask
one person from each pair to put on
a blindfold.
2. Participants who are not blindfolded
are the "callers" and should think up a
unique sound that their partner will use
to locate them in the room. (whoosh,
sizzle, animals, etc)
3. The callers then teach the sound to
their partner.
4. Those who are blindfolded remain
standing while their partner finds another location in the room.
5. Once the callers have found a location
they must remain at the location until
their partner finds them.
6. The callers then use their "call" to guide
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their partner to their new location in
the room. This process will happen at
the same time for all pairs.
7. To ensure that everyone remains safe in
this activity, all pairs must agree that if
they do not hear their partners sound
they should freeze until they hear their
partners call again.
The caller's job is to keep their blindfolded partner safe and to try to guid
them toward the new location and
away from other blindfolded people.
8. Remind participants that only verbal
guidance may be given and that no
touching is allowed ( unless the facilitators intervene for the safety of the
blindfolded person)
9. Once all pairs are reunited partners
should reverse roles.

Debrief
• What did you learn about yourself as
the caller?
• What did you learn about yourself as
the blind person?
• As the blind person/caller, how did
you feel at the beginning of this activity?
• How did the experience shift as the activity moved on?
• Do you find you would rather trust or
"lead a blind person"

3. Cross the swamp
This activity is from the section of the
package called “Activities to Get Groups
Moving”

Objective:
• to create a simulation of achieving a
common goal
• to learn ways to support one another
as a team

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

three 2x4 wooden boards (4 feet long)
large room or flat service
two blindfolds
a 3 foot long rope
blue painters tape

Setup:
• mark floor boundaries if lines are not
present on floor. The lines should be
20 feet apart
• designate an area on the sidelines for
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the hospital by marking with painters
tape

Instructions:
1. Have all participants go to one side of
the room behind the "starting line" of
the swamp bank.
2. As a group (sizes can vary depending on
number and length of boards or size of
the entire group ), they have 15minutes
to get from end of the swamp o the
other. You can make up some imaginary drama by pointing out the swamp
is filled with snakes or bugs etc.
3. The group must figure out how to
get all their team members across the
swamp using only the boards provided.
4. The trick is the boards MUST be on
a ninety degree angle at all times and
when placed in the swamp the MUST
always be touching.
5. Variations- Several participants can undergo unfortunate accidents and now
have constraints. For example, blindfold eyes, bind a person’s hands, tie a
person’s ankles together, etc
6. If any participants fall off the planks
they will be sent to the hospital (designated area on sidelines). The group
can then use the boards to go pick up
the injured person from the hospital or
choose to finish the journey without
them. Also, if you want to keep group
inclusion you can substitute the hospital for some other penalty like moving
back one board or having to add another "accident" to a participant.
7. To create a sense of urgency, remind
the group that time is running out.

Debrief:
• what did you learn about yourself
while doing the activity?
• what worked well when doing this activity?
• what was challenging?
• how does this activity represent the
work we do?
• what was more important: getting to
the goal or making sure all members
were on board for the journey?
• how did you decide to proceed when
your team member fell off ?
• what is something you would do differently if you could do it again?

4. Aladdin's Rug
This activity is from the section of the
package called “Activities to Get Groups
Moving”

Objectives:
• to practice teamwork
• to engage in creative problem solving

Materials:
• one double or full sized bed sheet or
plastic table cloth
• timer

Setup:
• none

Instructions:
1. Lay sheet flat on the floor or ground
and explain that you have Aladdin's
magic rug.
2. Ask everyone to stand on the sheet
3. Ask participants to imagine they are
floating on the rug
4. With a little drama, inform participants
that the wicked genie has cast a spell on
the rug and they must figure out how
to flip over the rug without falling off
the carpet or they will crash
5. Explain that to be successful, no one
can touch the ground in the activity
6. Have participants begin with a few trials, timing each one
7. When participants fall off, note the
time and then start over.

Debrief:
• who had the ideas to overcome the
challenge?
• who was the leader of the group?
• how many different solutions might
there be?
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PHE Canada National Conference
Banff 2015

By Gerald Cyr, École Van Belleghem
Hello my name is Gerald Cyr and I
was fortunate enough to attend this year’s
PHE National Conference in Banff, Alberta. First of all let me start by saying
congratulations and thank you to all the
conference organizers and volunteers for
doing such a great job. Everything was
great from the online registration process
to the hospitality and reception we received. The key note speaker was great and
workshops was more then I bargained for.
The social events organized as well as all
the active sessions and lunches were really
well done. Add to the fact that we were in
such a great and beautiful setting and you
have the makings of a great conference.
All literature, signage and facilities were
top notch which made the conference run
smoothly from my end. Thanks again for
all your hard work and dedication to such
a worthwhile endeavor.
Here are two games that I took away
from The CIRA and the PE Games workshops. I liked their games so much that I
purchased their books. I am sure you will
be able to use these games as a warm up
or fun activity. I have already tried them
this morning and my kids had a blast.

1. Noodle tag:
Equipment:
• need 20 to 30 3’ noodles.

Grades:
1–12
• Choose two participants to be taggers
with noodle in hand.
• Place the remainder of noodles in the
middle of the gym.
• Divide class into 4 teams.
• Place each team at a corner of the volleyball court.
• On your signal the first player from
each team must attempt to take a
noodle from the middle of the gym

without being tagged. If tagged must
go back to your team and high five
the next person in line. If you are able
to return a noodle to your team without being tagged you get to keep that
noodle. If tagged before you get back
to your team with a noodle you must
put it back in the middle and proceed
to high five the next person in line on
your team. Once time runs out or all
gym noodles are taken from the middle the team with the most noodles
wins the game.

the Holder’s noodle and between
their arms holding the noodle.
• Teacher can call out any combination
he/she wishes. The first team to complete the combination and return to
their respective end lines of the gym is
declared the winner. You can also use
this game as an elimination game until
you have a winner as well.

2. Over, Under, Through
Equipment:
20-30 3’ noodles

Grades:
K–6
• Divide class into teams of 3 people.
• 2 people at opposite end of the gym
with noodle in hand.
• 3rd person in the middle of the gym,
in line with the other two people on
the team. The 3rd person in the middle
of the gym must hold the noodle with
two hands, at the ends of the noodle
and raise it above their head. We will
call that person the Holder.
• Teacher calls out a combination such
as: Over, Over, Under, Through
• On the teacher’s command the two
player’s at opposite ends of the gym
must run towards the 3rd person in the
middle of the gym
• Over means each of the two players must pass their noodle over the
noodle the Holder’s noodle to the
other partner.
• Under means each of the two players must pass the noodle between
the holder’s legs to the other partner.
• Through means each of the two
players must pass the noodle under
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By Luc Therrien
The recent PHE Canada National
Conference «A Physical Literacy Uprising» held in beautiful Banff (Alta) was a
wonderful professional development opportunity partially funded by MPETA’S
professional development fund. Their
funding allowed me to attend my second
national conference outside of Manitoba.
Inspiring keynotes, practical sessions and
great networking and social activities provided me with ample opportunities to appreciate the wealth of knowledge, expertise
and innovative teaching that is taking place
in the field of physical education and health.
With physical literacy being at the forefront, most of the sessions I attended
focused on the development of physical
literacy and its various components. My
professional development began with the
pre-conference where we were challenged
to reimagine school sport. This included
re-examining team selection processes
and adopting the best practices in this often difficult part of school sport, how to
integrate the various Long-Term Athlete
Development models, how to build capacity in coaching and more clearly define
the desired outcomes of school sport.
Physical educators are always looking

for practical ways of gathering evidence
of student learning. Two of the sessions I
attended dealt with this topic. Using technology, these physical educators (Marcus
Down and Naomi Hartl) are able to collect valuable evidence of learning. Whether
it is the use of IPads, QR Codes, Google
Forms, Goo.gl, YouTube Channels, Kahoot, Plickers, Sesame Snap, Fluberoo or
Padlet, there are a number of tools out here
that help teachers capture student learning.
Sessions by Heather Gardner from
OPHEA (Ontario Physical and Health
Association) and Alberta’s Ever Active
Schools’ personnel dealt with physical literacy in a school setting and how it is developed. Ever Active Schools’ personnel
shared numerous strategies and resources
www.everactive.org that help teachers embark on the physical literacy journey and
enjoy the ride! The Partner Gymnastics
BINGO Card (see previous page) is just
an example of the some of their fabulous
resources. OPHEA’s Playsport resource
www.playsport.net/ highlighted the Teaching Games for Understanding model and
how its integration is essential if meaningful learning in a physical education setting is
going to take place.

Intramural and after school programming sessions were also offered. With
programs like Bon Départ Sports Plus
and Kripalu Yoga, there are many success stories that inspire people to act and
make a difference. Innovative activities
like Hantis, Floorball, Triple Ball challenge students to better themselves in
non-traditional sporting activities.
The benefits definitely outweigh the
challenges when attending a national conference. The collegiality of passionate
people doing amazing things with their
students permeated the conference venue. The sharing of information, thoughts
and practices was second nature to the
people I met in Banff at PHE Canada’s
National Conference.
One of the presenters quoted an unknown author and his message says a
great deal about our profession and the
reasons we attend professional development opportunities like PHE Canada’s
national conferences.
We do not stop playing because we
grow old, we grow old because we stop
playing. Never be first to grow old!
I sincerely thank MPETA for helping
me attend this conference.

of physical literacy. Students’ results are
reported within target ranges rather than
on the basis of age-related performance
norms for the pursuit of an award or for
a grade. The goal setting and other parts
can be used as a personal best achievement award.
Assessments take place early in the year
or semester and at the end of the time period. Students create a set of goals based
on the first results and work toward those
goals throughout the year/semester. The
second assessment will determine how
well they met their goals.

The assessment consists
of four sections:

By Jacki Nylen
One of several sessions offered by
Physical and Health Education Canada
during the Banff conference was Physical
Literacy and the Passport for Life assessment tool. The session concentrated on
the practical use of the Passport for Life
(P4L); how to run the assessments, how
to interpret results and targeting instruction based on class and individual results.
P4L is not an awards program because
of the lessons learned from previous national “Award of Excellence” programs,
such as the Canada Fitness Tests used decades ago. As a result, Passport for Life is
intended to be a motivating and efficient
way to provide valuable information and
feedback to students, teachers and parents about the progress and attainment

The Active Participation section assesses the application of physical literacy
through a variety of behaviors, diverse
activity selections and environments. This
assessment is done via an online questionnaire, which can also be printed as a
hard copy version.
This information is very useful to start
a conversation with your students and engage their parents. So, for example, if you
are looking at diverse activities and a student never participates in dance activities
at home or in the community but is very
interested in doing more, this is an opportunity to talk to the student and engage
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parents in a discussion around how to provide opportunities for dance. This could
mean simply turning on music for an hour
a week and dancing together in the living
room or finding a program in the community that the child could participate in.
It also helps a teacher at the class level.
If the majority of your students do not
participate in snow and ice activities, then
you could ensure opportunities at school
to go skating or snowshoeing.
The Living Skills section is also done
as an online questionnaire. Living skills
tend to be associated with making healthy
active choices that are both beneficial to
and respectful of their whole self, others
and their environment. This assessment is
extremely important because it examines
the social, emotional and cognitive processes of participating in physical activity.
1. Feeling E.g., It is important to me to
be physically active at least 60 minutes
every day.
2. Thinking E.g., I understand how moving, playing regularly, and eating good
food can make me healthier.
3. Interacting E.g., I am able to play with
any other student in my class even if
they have different beliefs than mine.
The Fitness Skills assessment is designed to foster a positive and challenging environment that inspires youth to be
aware of and interested in their fitness
levels. The fitness skills are classified as
A-aerobic B-balance C-core
All Fitness Skill assessments are performed as a group, so that individuals do
not have to perform the task by themselves. That way, focus is not placed on an

individual but rather children are focused
on performing their own tasks.
Assessments:
• Four-Station Circuit (Cardiovascular Endurance): Agility ladder step
pattern, jumps from crouch position
lifting a ball in the air, figure 8 steps
around two cones and scissor jumps.
Students do each section for 30 seconds at a time and continue to rotate
through the circuit for 7-9 minutes depending on the grade level.
• Lateral Bound (Balance/Dynamic
Stability): Students stand on one foot
bound to the other foot to land on a
marker one metre away from the start
and immediately bound back to the
start foot. Body control on landing is
assessed.
• Plank test: Students hold themselves
in the plank position for one minute.
Signs of core fatigue are assessed.

Movement Skills
These tasks have been developed to require students to problem solve and think
critically using a combination of Fundamental Movement Skills.
Assessments:
• Locomotion: skills are assessed by the
student performing a run, turn-around,
run back task. This combinational task
involves the ability to accelerate and
decelerate, the ability to control movement within a set space, as well as the
ability to change direction.
• Throw and Catch: depending on
grade level, the task involves a variation of a ball throw against a wall and a

controlled catch.
• Kick: depending on grade students
perform a stationary kick or punt to a
wall aiming at a specific target level.

Both the fitness and movement skills
assessments have very clear rubrics
to determine the level of the student.
The Student Passport is an individual

overview of a particular student's assessment results. For Living Skills, Movement
Skills and Fitness Skills, students are given
a result of emerging, developing, acquired or accomplished based on the
assessment rubrics. For Active Participation, it shows their answers in chart form.
Results are provided for each component—but there is no aggregate “physical literacy” score. However, the ideal
achievement for each student is to receive
an Acquired level for each assessment category.
Teachers should use the student passport to engage the student, their parents
and the class in discussions about and
goal-setting for enhancing physical literacy.
The Class Passport is a collection of
all the student data to be used to help understand and present information about
the class as a whole. It should be used to
guide lesson planning and address physical literacy gaps in your class.
The free Passport for Life assessment
program can be found by going to the
PHE Canada website and clicking on to
Passport for Life.

Canadian Interscholastic Athletic Administrations
Association Conference
Brendan Neufeld, Garden Valley
I had the opportunity to attend the
2015 CIAAA (Canadian Interscholastic
Athletic Administrations Association)
conference in Saskatoon.
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Some information about
the CIAAA
The mission of the CIAAA is to develop, enhance and preserve the educational

values of interscholastic athletics. The
association positively impacts studentathletes by supporting and training the
front-line Athletic Directors who play a
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vital role in the athletic experience. The
CIAAA improves the entire school sport
system by providing a professional development program of growth and renewal
for school-based Athletic Administrators
across Canada. The CIAAA promotes
and develops administrative leaders, who
in turn, cultivate student-athletes into the
leaders of tomorrow.
This was an incredible conference,
it provided networking opportunities
along with collaboration, problem solving
among peers. This weekend ranks as one
of the top professional development experiences I have ever been a part of.
One of the courses I took was titles
Student Centered Athletics: Coaching beyond the X’s and O’s. The main focus was
on character development, while this is a
great philosophy it is sometimes forgotten or passed over by coaches. Character development is a huge task and one
that we as high school coaches need to
embrace, it is easy for me to say I want
to develop character and want to teach
life lessons to my athletes, but do I? I
was challenged throughout this course,
questions arose: What does developing

character exactly mean? Am I intentional
in developing character? If so, what have
I done to develop character?

Some suggestions the instructors had
for Athletic Directors:
• Have coaches together to set a mission
statement and vision for your athletic
program
• Are you ultra-competitive, character
based, participation based, a combination of
• Explain the difference between high
school sport and club sport, emphasizing the importance in character education in school sports
• Provide resources for your coaches:
Bruce Brown, John Wooden both have
multiple resources
• Create a captain’s council, meet
throughout the year and tackle leadership topics
• Athletic Director and coaches need to
model what you are teaching
• Often it takes some time for young
coaches to understand that there is way
more than winning

• Coach to coach mentorship program
• We have a tremendous opportunity to
teach our students so many great values that will benefit them in all walks
of life
Like I mentioned earlier, it was really
neat experience to sit at tables with fellow
athletic directors and share ideas, learn
from each other and grow. We as athletic
directors are in most cases the only person in that role in the school, isolation is
a common feeling. I think it is important
that we support each other. We may be
lucky enough to host a conference like
this in Manitoba sometime soon. I encourage all athletic directors to take the
half day introductory course the CIAAA
is putting on in Winnipeg on April 24. I
have a lot of resources from the conference that I attended, if interested feel free
to give me a shout at brendan.neufeld@
gvsd.ca.

Plickers

A formative assessment tool
Plickers has been generating a lot of noise lately in social
media. It is a free program that allows teachers to quickly collect formative assessment data. Students do not need to log in
to a computer or open an app but the teacher will need the app.
How does it work? You will need to set up an account online, create a class lists, create questions (multiple choice or
true/false) and print out a class set of cards. You will also need
to download the app to your smart device. The cards look like
a QR code and each student is assigned one. You ask a pre-determined question, students each hold up the card depending
on how they want to answer, scan the room using your iphone,
ipad, or android device and the data is collected for that class.
The cards can be useful as entry or exit tickets or when
needing to assess a large class.
Want to know more? Check out the Plickers website: www.
plickers.com, join the plickers voxer group, or watch the
excellent tutorial by Coach Pirillo at https://youtu.be/1vtSHIJN2g.
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Summer Reading List
For many, reading is the perfect way to relax and recharge the battery. The list below may not contain
your typical “relaxin’ on the beach” reads but hopefully you will find something that might inspire you
professionally and/or personally.
The list is a compilation of book titles that appeared most frequently in the PE/HE social media world.
Most books are available through popular online book companies, both in written and ebook formats.
Happy reading.
1. Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future: Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada
2. Teach Like a Pirate: Increase Student Engagement, Boost Your Creativity, and Transform Your Life as an Educator by
Dave Burgess
3. Making Thinking Visible: How to Promote Engagement, Understanding, and Independence for All Learners by Ron
Ritchhart, Mark Church, Karin Morrison
4. Teaching Disability Sport: A Guide for Physical Educators by Ronald W. Davis
5. The 30 Goals Challenge for Teachers: Small Steps to Transform Your Teaching by Shelly Sanchez Terrell
6. Everyone Can! Skill Development and Assessment in Elementary Physical Education by Luke Kelly, Janet Wessel,
Gail Dummer, Thomas Sampson
7. Solo Taxonomy in Physical Education: Learning Through Movement Contexts by Pam Hook & Nicola Richards. Note:
SOLO taxonomy stands for: Structure of Observed Learning Outcomes and was developed by Biggs and Collis (1982).
8. Go Wild: Free Your Body and Mind from the Afflictions of Civilization by John J. Ratey, MD and Richard Manning
9. The Talent Code by Daniel Coyle
10. Brain Rules by John Medina
11. The First 20 Minutes: Surprising Science Reveals How We Can Exercise Better by Gretchen Reynolds
12. The Kinesthetic Classroom: Teaching and Learning Through Movement by Traci Lengel & Mike Kuczala
13. Teaching Sport Concepts and Skills: A Tactical Games Approach for Ages 7 to 18 by Stephen A. Mitchell, Judith L. Oslin
and Linda L.Griffin
14. Power of Our Words: Teacher Language that Helps Children Learn by Paula Denton
15. Thinking Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahnoman
16. Weird Teacher by Doug Robertson
17. Free to Learn by Peter Gray
18. Outliers by Malcom Gladwell
19. Essential Questions by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggens
20. Understanding by Design by Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggens
21. Drive by Daniel H. Pink
22. Total Participation Techniques by Pérsida Himmele and William Himmele
23. SPARK by John J.Ratey, MD. Has been known as the science behind physical education.
24. Willpower by Roy F.Baumeister, John Tierney
25. The First Days of School by Harry Wong and Rosemary T. Wong
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Psychology of Sport and Your Students
By Grant Wilson (M.S.S.), Head Coach, Brandon University Bobcats Men’s Volleyball Team
Back in the mid 80’s my high school
volleyball coach introduced me to selftalk and visualization practices. He was
very forward thinking and his influences
changed my life. I became a more confident athlete and person. My interest regarding the mind and sport lead to my pursuit of a Master’s degree in Sport Science
with an emphasis in Sport Psychology.
I quickly came to the realization that
one cannot underestimate the power of
the mind. Whether it is on the sports
field, in the classroom or in the work
place, those who have the ability to control their mind will undoubtedly have a
better opportunity to achieve their goals
and find success.
Everyone has moments when they
doubt themselves, lack confidence or
produce negative thoughts. Perhaps they
do not think at all or at least not productively. They fall into “la la land” and
daydream. The question is “What can be
done to change those thoughts or what
can be done to snap out of it?” Being able
to recognize that certain thoughts are not
positive or are not productive is the first
step. This is similar for an addict trying
to free himself or herself from addiction—there must first be an admission of
the problem. These conversations in our
head are referred to as self-talk.
Once you have recognized and acknowledged the negative thought, you
need to try and replace it. Take for instance
a volleyball player who shanked a pass out
of bounds for an opponent ace. He might
say to himself, “I can’t pass this serve, I
suck!” A replacement phrase might be “I
shanked that serve but I am a great passer
and I will pass the next ball perfectly.”
Self-talk is the fuel for the mind to connect with the body. Being able to fuel your
mind with positive statements is imperative for success. Unfortunately, negative
statements can be a very common occurrence for many people—whether it is a
student struggling with math or a student

in physical education class who struggles
with their fitness level. Thoughts such
as “I suck at math” and “I can’t do that
because I’m not an athlete,” are phrases
that are all too common among today’s
students. It takes practice and a conscious
effort to teach students that self-talk is
normal and help them learn to use only
positive self-talk.
Visualization is another key element in
helping athletes and students succeed. Being able to see the completion of a task in
your mind is as important as completing
it physically. For those who are hesitant
to believe in visualization, I ask you this:
Have you ever had a bad dream or nightmare? When you awoke, what did you
notice? Was your heart racing? Were you
sweating? Shaking perhaps? Chances are,
if the dream was disturbing enough, you
likely experienced some physiological responses. So the real question then is: Why
would you experience physiological responses to a dream if the dream were not
real? The answer is simple - your brain
does not know the difference between
what is real and what is perceived as real
so the body responds accordingly. Therefore, training your athletes and students to
visualize what they want to achieve is similar to physically practicing it. For example, in volleyball, if you want your athletes
to practice their attacking but you do not
want them to physically tire themselves,
have them visualize several attempts of
attacking. The mind will convince the
body that the repetitions are real but their
bodies will not have the wear and tear of
all the actual attempts. Visualizing can
benefit any student. Have them picture
the end result that is desired—whether it
is completing five chin-ups in gym class
or solving a mathematical problem. By
visualizing successful attempts, the body
will eventually believe that it can be done.
Like many tasks, being able to control
one’s thoughts and visualize what you desire takes hard work, practice and sacrifice.

Students will struggle at first and that is
normal. As Michael Jordan once stated
“I've missed more than 9000 shots in my
career. I've lost almost 300 games. Twenty-six times I've been trusted to take the
game winning shot and missed. I've failed
over and over and over again in my life.
And that is why I succeed.” Stay positive,
see yourself being successful and eventually your mind and body will be in sync
to succeed.

“I’ve missed more than
9000 shots in my career.
I’ve lost almost 300 games.
Twenty-six times I’ve been
trusted to take the game
winning shot and missed.
I’ve failed over and over
and over again in my life.
And that is why I succeed.”
– Michael Jordan
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Welcome to the Big Top
Darla Armstrong, Oak Bank Physical Education Specialist
About four years ago I was searching for ways to make learning a balance/
rhythmic motor sequence, with a little bit
of jumping and flight thrown in, more
interesting.
I thought a traditional circus, with so
many fitness components and subcomponents within it would be the perfect
vehicle for my goal. Around this time, I
attended a session by Dr. Dean Kriellaars
(I believe it was at a FARSIDE conference). There were no apparatus at the session, just tons of reps in very innovative
throwing and catching, tossing etc. ways.
I was inspired and thought “Yes, I am
going to run with the circus theme (run
away with the circus so to speak).”
After explaining what I wanted to accomplish with “Welcome to the Big Top,”
I received full support from my administration. The following paragraphs outline
how I structured the unit.
I start with mats (no props) and teach
the students how to fall and how to perform a forward roll, log roll and shoulder roll. Dr. David Johns, professor at
the University of Manitoba, taught us
this way in his movement class (how to
fall and roll). I’m sure it prevented many
breaks and bruises in his classes, although
not before I broke my nose. The Up,
Down, All Around gymnastics program
written by Keith Russell also advocates
for teaching students how to fall. I think
it’s a good idea!
Next I introduce juggling, spinning
dishes and devil sticks and give students
those items in stations so that I can work
with smaller groups on the rolling and
rhythmic sequencing. Then, I add three
levels of beams, benches (tight wire) and
vaulting boxes (heights clowns or acrobats jump from).
Once they feel comfortable on the
three levels of the beams I invite students
who would like a little extra challenge to
balance something they feel comfortable
with. (a dish or maybe try juggling) I also
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pull out the stilts, which are a BIG hit!
And finally, I use the parallel bars
(for the “strong kids”) and the climbing
structure with a ladder across and a thick
mat underneath. Students are allowed to
swing and then flop as if they are on the
flying trapeze.
On the last day, I turn down the lights,
put on the disco ball lights and let students
“safely perform” whatever they choose.
I have adapted the activities from
year to year. I hope to expand on it even
more this year. Please email me with your
questions or suggestions at darmstrong@
sunrisesd.ca.

Manitoba Curriculum Outcomes
Grade 1
Movement
K.1.1.B.2 Show an understanding that
balance is affected by the amount of
force (i.e., speed, weight) and body position (i.e., bent knees, feet apart in direction of movement, arms spread) in stopping and landing activities (e.g., stops and
starts, jumping from low heights, movement exploration...)
K.1.1.B.3a Recognize the terms associated with moving in various directions
(i.e., forward, backward, up, down, sideways) and at different levels (i.e., high,
middle, low)
K.1.1.B.3b Recognize terms describing different body shapes (i.e., curled,
stretched, narrow, wide, twisted)

Grade 2
Movement
K.1.2.B.2 Recognize different ways to
maintain static and dynamic balance (i.e.,
increase base of support by widening
stance, lower centre of gravity by bending knees, keeping head level) in physical
activities (e.g., walking on a low beam,
changing directions while travelling…)
K.1.2.B.3b Recognize and use body
shapes in expressive movement (e.g.,
show three different body shapes in a

movement sequence…)
S.1.2.A.3 Demonstrate balancing in
different ways (i.e., showing symmetrical
and asymmetrical shapes, balancing on
different parts/number of parts of the
body) at different levels and/or heights
S.1.2.D.2 Demonstrate functional use
of basic movement skills (i.e., transport,
manipulation, balance), applying movement concepts (e.g., body and space awareness…) to gymnastic-type activities (e.g.,
balancing on different body parts, swinging and circling small hand apparatus…)

Grade 3
Movement
K.1.3.B.2 Recognize concepts relating
to force (i.e., body alignment, application
of force, addition of forces) in pulling,
pushing, and carrying activities (e.g., carrying a mat together, rope-pulling…)
K.1.3.B.3a Design a movement sequence (e.g., run/jump/land/roll sequence…) incorporating directions, levels, pathways, and planes (e.g., creative
gymnastics, hoop gymnastics…)
K.1.3.B.3d Show an understanding for
mirroring and matching movements with
a partner in a stationary position and/or
while moving (e.g., "follow the leader"…)
S.1.3.A.3 Demonstrate competency in
soft and balanced landings from developmentally appropriate heights (e.g., floor,
bench, low beam, jumping box…)
S.1.3.D.2 Demonstrate functional use
of basic movement skills (i.e., transport,
manipulation, balance), applying movement concepts (e.g., body and space
awareness…) to gymnastic-type activities
(e.g., balancing on different body parts,
swinging and circling small hand apparatus…)
K.1.3.B.3b Balance objects (e.g., beanbags, balls...) using different body parts
(e.g., hands, shoulders, foot…) while travelling alone and/or in partner activities
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Mindfulness Yoga Club
By Carly Henaire, Teacher at Lockport School and Counselling
Practicum Placement at Jameswood Alternative School
Jameswood Alternative School is located
in the St. James School Division and houses
about 130 students working towards completing a variety of different high school
credits. Most of the students in this population struggle with some type of mental
illness such as anxiety and/or depression.
In the Tell Them From Me Survey in the
Fall of 2014, 29% of the school population here indicated that they experienced
moderate to high levels of anxiety, while
the Canadian average is 18%. Depression
was rated at 46% in the levels of moderate
to high in this population, while the Canadian average came in at 19%. Positive selfesteem also weighed in low at 58%, while
the Canadian average is 76%. As a physical
education teacher at Lockport School completing my counselling practicum here, I

began to look for ways that would allow me
to promote some natural ways that these
students could use to cope and/or manage
their anxiety and depression while increasing their self-esteem.
To achieve this goal, my mentor, Sherry
Ansloos and I have started a lunch hour
“Mindfulness Yoga Club” that runs once
a week for any interested females to attend. For the first part of the session, we
focus on our breathing while performing
some very basic yoga poses to build some
confidence in the area. We’ve used some
yoga cards along with the app Sworkit so
it’s something these students can utilize at
home. Following this, students are guided
through a mindfulness script that focuses
on progressive muscle relaxation (http://
prtl.uhcl.edu/portal/page/portal/COS/

Self_Help_and_Handouts/Files_and_
Documents/Progressive%20Muscle%20
Relaxation.pdf). We have also been utilizing
the app Mindshift to practice mindfulness
and encouraging students to practice on
their own as well.
We’ve had a great turn out so far and
students really seem to be focused on
the techniques taught. We’d like to thank
MPETA for the grant that allowed us to
purchase yoga mats for the group to start
this initiative and so they’ll be able to continue this after my practicum is completed.

École St. Avila

MPETA Intramural Grant
By Rupal Malik
École St. Avila physical education department purchased 18 yoga mats for 300
dollars using the Intramural grant. The mats
were purchased at Superstore, Bison drive.
Interested students in Grades 2–6 have
the opportunity to participate in yoga during
the lunch hour. This is an opportunity for 30
minutes of yoga-related activities or stations
led by the physical education teacher.
On February 25, 2015, École St. Avila
had a ‘Yoga Fest’. This proved to be a
popular event for one hundred students
in grades 2-5 , in the gymnasium for 30
minutes of yoga activity. Candles, palm
trees and soft music were used to create a
calming atmosphere.

Yoga Tag

Yoga Game Warm Up

Materials needed: yoga cards (you may
want to choose standing yoga positions),
several colours of pinnies, construction
paper the same colour as the pinnies.
Description: Place yoga cards on wall
with one colour of construction paper.
Choose taggers, if a student is tagged
they are to go to the yoga card /colour of
construction paper colour that their tagger is wearing. Each yoga position is done
2 times and held for 12 seconds each side.
Change taggers often.

Materials needed: one large dice, yoga
picture cards, yoga mats, and timer
Description: Place yoga mats around
the around gym in a large circle. One
yoga picture card is placed on each mat.
One student starts at the rest station as
the timer. The dice is rolled by the timer
at the rest station. Each student on a yoga
mat including the timer advances clockwise to the next yoga mat/card according
to the number that is rolled.
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École West Park School: Body Ball Blast
MPETA Intramural Grant
By Carol Peters
École West Park School’s Intramural
program is always looking for new games
and activities for the students to engage
in. This year we decided to try a new game
called Body Ball. The equipment included
the vests needed for the catchers to wear
and the velcro balls that are used to throw
and attach to the catchers vest. You also
get a set of rules of how to play the game

and some game variations that you can use
as lead-up activities for the students. We
ordered our Body Ball set from Sportfactor Inc. for total cost of $278.05. If you go
to www.bodyballgame.com you can get an
idea of how the game is played. I played
the game with Grade 5 and Grade 6 students but you could play the game Grade
5 through high school with students. Our

students had a blast playing the game in
intramurals this year and we will definitely
play it again next year!
Thank you to MPETA for offering
this School Intramural Equipment Grant
so that students can get an opportunity to
experience new games and activities.
Physically literate and active healthy
lifestyles for all!

us several options for what our students
can do during their intramural time. The
most popular team game we’ve played so
far is called “Around The World”. The six
teams start at their own home base (a mat)
which is designated by the same colour as
their team’s ball. They must find a way to
get to every other team’s home base (mat)
and back home without letting their Omnikin ball touch the ground (players cannot move when they have the ball in their
hands). At the same time they are trying to
have their ball make it around the world
and back, they are also trying to stop the
other teams from completing their task by

intercepting or knocking down pass attempts. Teams must strategize as to how
many players are needed to move the ball,
to play defense, and to guard their home
base. Students love the opportunity to
switch to a new role in each round of play.
Our next goal is to have our staff form
a team to compete with the other students
in the varying team activities. Perhaps the
most exciting part is that the games and
activities can be adjusted to work with any
grade level from K–12. Thank you again
to MPETA for making this possible at
our school.

Richer School

MPETA Intramural
Grant
By Graham Bodner
Every time the students walk in and
see the coloured balls on the floor, they
always assume they know what we’re going to be doing. Fortunately we’re able to
keep them surprised with a variety of new
activities each time with our new Omnikin
Ball. Typically, team activities can be dominated by students with stronger skills or
those that simply participate more aggressively, but our new equipment, which was
purchased with the help of the MPETA
Intramural Equipment Grant, allows for
all participants to be equally involved in
various team activities. This year we’ve
been able to create an Omnikin Ball Intramural Program as we purchased the
group of six “18 inch” Omnikin balls that
are about as big as a standard exercise ball
and come in a variety of colours.
The total cost of the equipment was
$322.04 and it was purchased from Home
Run Sports. Our physical education budget was able to cover the additional funds
that were not provided by the MPETA
Grant. The new equipment has given
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Wayoata School: CHEESE PLEASE!
MPETA Intramural Grant
By Corey MacKinnon
Wayoata loves their new shape mat! This
mat is often refers to as the CHEESE mat
because of its wedge shape. The Cheese mat
has many functions in the gym program:

acts as a barrier for some games, an incline
plane for aiding gymnasts or a fun mat
for our pre-school program. Its multi uses
are immeasurable and Wayoata is greatly

appreciative of the School Intramural Grant
that enables us to purchase this shape mat.
The mat was $300.00 and was purchased
through Marchant’s sporting goods.
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St. George School
MPETA Intramural Grant
By Christa Conrad
St. George School’s intramural program has an activity section called loworganized games. Every grade level plays
games over lunch that rely heavily on
dodgeballs. We used the MPETA School
Intramural Equipment Grant to purchase
25 dodgeballs in a variety of colors. The
25 dodgeballs came to $339 with taxes
from Skyline. The additional funds came
out of our Physical Education Budget.
Knock the pin (or Guard the pin) is a
team sport that focusses on throwing (or
rolling) to a specific target and protecting
your own targets. Each team starts with
10 bowling pins set up on a specific line
(choice of line depends on age of students) behind each team. The center line
divides the teams. You are only allowed
to move on your team’s half of the gym.
Dodgeballs are given to both teams. The
object of the game is to be the first team
to knock down the other team’s pins. You
can roll, underhand or overhand throw a

ball to the other side of the gym trying
to aim at a pin to knock it down. Once a
pin has been knocked down, it cannot be
picked up until the game has ended. Each
team are also allowed to protect their own
pins. Only one player can guard one pin
at a time (this rule really helps towards
the end of the game when there is only
one pin left). A player can stand in front
of the pin and block any ball that comes
close to the pin. A player is not allowed to
sit, kneel or lay down in front of the pin.
If a player knocks his/her own pin down

by accident, the pin must stay down (as
per rule you cannot pick up a pin that is
down). Once one team’s pins have all been
knocked down, you can restart the game
by picking up all the pins and play again.
Knock the pin is a great game for all
ages. For the younger grades, it helps
them practice throwing using only a stationary target. For the older grades, you
can move the pins to the end lines in the
gym to make the targets much farther
away. Other variations of the games are:
start with larger balls then decrease size
with practice, vary the distance of the
pins and have a neutral zone in the middle
to increase/decrease difficulty, use nondominant arm, only allow kicking.
The students and staff at St. George
School have thoroughly enjoyed the new
dodgeballs. Thank you to MPETA for
accepting our request for the Intramural
Equipment Grant.

Hedges Middle School: Backyard Games
MPETA Intramural Grant
By Grant Betz
As the weather gets warmer, the need
to get out and enjoy the nice weather becomes an important part of our students
‘ day. This year, our students will have an
opportunity to enjoy “Backyard Games”
in a relaxed social atmosphere during
lunch hours. We have purchased 3 sets of
Bolaball Ladderball Games and 3 sets of
Bolaball Frizball Games. This will complement the Bocce games and Horseshoe
Games we currently have. These games
were purchased through Costco at a price
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of $52.99 and $38.99 each respectively for
a grand total of $311.81. The extra $11.81
will come from the current PE budget.
We believe at Hedges that students be offered a large variety of activities to participate in. We encourage positive interactions with peers that we believe these
games will foster. We are looking forward
to the sunshine and a chance to share
some good times with friends.
Thanks to MPETA for helping us offer these games to our students.
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MPETA Awards
By Jacki Nylen, Awards Chair
MPETA awards nomination time is
upon us! Please take the time to nominate
someone who stands out in one of the various categories of awards presented by the
MPETA. The association has made some
minor changes to the MPETA Physical Education Teaching Awards criteria. The first
one to note is that nominees do not have
to be teaching in the capacity of a full time
physical educator. As long as physical education is part of the nominee’s course load
for the nomination year, they are eligible
for the applicable MPETA award. The second is the criteria for the nomination form.
The changes here are minor, but will hopefully make the nomination process simpler.
Please go to the MPETA website for criteria
for all of the awards presented by MPETA.

MPETA Physical Education Teaching
Awards: Early, Middle and Senior Years
Note: Nominees do not have to have
a full time teaching assignment; physical
education needs to be, at minimum, a
componant of their teaching assignment
for the nomination year.
This most prestigious award honours
physical educators who have shown outstanding leadership and dedication to
the promotion of physical education in

the province of Manitoba. Each year the
MPETA Award is presented to 3 outstanding physical educators; one in Early
Years, one in Middle Years and one in
Senior Years. Nominees must have teaching responsibility for physical education in
one or more grades from kindergarten to
grade 12. They must be fully certified by
the province to teach and follow provincial
curriculum using sound pedagogical principles. They must have a minimum of five
years teaching experience in physical education and have a teaching contract current
at the time of nomination and selection.
Complete and submit FORM A & B.
Criteria
• Describe how the candidate conducts
a quality physical education program as
reflected in the provincial Physical and
Health Education curriculum.
• Describe how the nominee serves as
a positive role model who epitomizes
personal health and fitness, the enjoyment of activity, fair play and sensitivity to the needs of students.
• Describe how the nominee participates
in professional development opportunities related to the teaching of physical
education. It is intended that the nominee not only attend PD activities, but

shares their expertise with fellow teachers. Provide examples of their leadership
in their division/province via committees, convenorships and presentations.
• Describe how the nominee has made a
positive impact in the area of physical
education and how they have made a
contribution to the field.
This nomination must be supported
with a biographical sketch and two letters
of reference that speak specifically to the
above criteria.

Special Professional Development
Funding for the October 22, 2015
Manitoba Physical Literacy Conference
Current MPETA members are advised
that The Manitoba Physical Education
Teachers' Association will provide funding for one day of release time for up to
fifty members attending this conference.
Funding will be dispersed to twenty five
current MPETA members from Winnipeg
schools and to twenty five current MPETA
members from schools outside the Perimeter Highway. Funding will be allocated on
a first come, first served basis. Please use
the Professional Development application
form found on the MPETA website.

Power Codes
Created by Ben Pirillo, TAHPERD Elementary Teacher of the Year
Website: www.teachphysed.weebly.com Reprinted with permission
Objectives: Students will perform the exercises correctly. Students will develop and
improve their muscular endurance. Students
will learn how to cooperate with others.

Equipment:
• QR code cards
• devices with QR code scanners
Organization: Students will need to find
a partner and stand on one side of the

gym. Scatter the QR codes on the opposite side of the gym.
Activity Description: Students will take
turns running down to grab a QR code.
When they bring the card back to their partners, they will need to decide to pick 10, 20
or 30 for the reps they will perform. Now
the students will scan the card and perform
the exercise together that was scanned to

the reps they choose. When done they
will place the card in a pile related to the
amount of reps they did. So the students
should have a pile for 10, 20 and 30 reps.
The partner may now run down to get a
new card. When the game ends decide
how you want to award the points (i.e. the
most cards in 10 reps, the most in all, the
most in 10 plus 20 rep piles, etc.).
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QR Codes #1–10
Created by Ben Pirillo,
TAHPERD (Texas) Elementary Teacher of the Year
Reprinted with permission
The codes have different point values from 1-10. Print off several copies and laminate. Suggestions for use: 1. In a warm up—to determine how many exercised to complete. 2. In a game -capturing a flag or stealing a pin earns a team a QR code card. Scan
and total points at the conclusion of the game. (math integration). How do you see
yourself using them? For more information and activity ideas by Coach Pirillo check
out his website www.teachphysed.weebly.com or follow him on Twitter @CoachPirillo.
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Snake Style Baseball
Source: http://blogs.learnquebec.ca/wordpress-mu/pehnews/author/prombough/

Primary Focus:

Rules:

Fielding, striking, running

Equipment Required:
Two pylons for the batting area, another for the base to run
around. Different types of batting implements will help different
ages and skill levels at being successful. A ball that is easily hit and
can be caught fairly well will aid in keeping the play tempo high

Set-up:
Two equal teams are created and one is sent out to field the
game and the other is at bat.

Diagram:

When the ball is hit, all of the batting team must run out to a
cone that has been placed to the side of the batting area. They
must run around this cone and all return to the batting area in
order to score a run. The person who fields the ball must then
stand still and the rest of their team must line up behind that
person. They now need to pass the ball by raising their arm over
their head and letting the person behind them take it and repeat
until all the fielding players have handled the ball. The last player
in the line of fielders now has to run to the batting area and place
the ball on the batting cone. This scores a point for the fielding
team. The teams switch roles when either all the batters for one
team have had a try or a fielder catches the ball directly from a
hit by the batter.

Variation:
The fielders could pass the ball in between their legs to the
person behind them or in any other variation of moving the ball
back towards the last player. One could also have the teams keep
hitting the ball from the batting area immediately after it arrives
to keep the game non-stop and raise our heart rates for heart rate
checking later in the game.

Flip the Bird
Source: Ultimate Camp Resource
A tag game that requires teamwork and
cooperation.

Object of the Game:
1. For the tagger—to tag 20 people in 2
minutes.
2. For everyone else: do not allow the taggers to make 20 tags in 2 minutes.

Equipment:
• rubber chicken

How to Play:
Choose one tagger (more if needed).
The tagger has 2 minutes to make 20
tags. The tagger should count out loud
so all students can hear. Students cannot
be tagged if holding the bird (hence the
name). The cooperative/team work piece
comes into play because students being
chased have to pass the chicken to each
other to save them from being tagged.
When a student is tagged they perform
some type of physical activity before
rejoining the game. Option: instead of
doing an exercise to get back into game,

students could answer a pre-determined
question based on a concept being taught
in class.
Variation: taggers make as many tags
as possible in a set amount of time.
Note: Typically, when students first
play this game they focus on taking care
of themselves i.e. hold on to the chicken.
Usually after 2 or 3 rounds they begin to
play as a team.
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Bibbity Bobbity Boo
Source: Ultimate Camp Resource
• An icebreaker game.
• A group of 5–6 students works best.
• No equipment—but a Dollar Store wand
does make the game a little more fun!

How to Play:
1. Standing in a circle, students introduce
themselves. Need to know names.
2. One person starts in the middle and

is the “caller.” The caller points to
someone in the group, says one of 4
commands; “You, Me, Left, Right”
followed quickly by saying “BIBBITY
BOBBITY BOO.” The person the
caller pointed to must say the correct
name before the caller finishes saying
bibbity bobbity boo.
You: say your name

Me: say callers name
Left: say person’s name to the left of you
Right: person’s name to the right of you.
3. If the person the caller pointed to cannot or does not say the correct name
he/she becomes the new caller.
4. If the person correctly says the name
the caller stays in the middle until
someone in the group makes an error.

The Collectors
Source: https://youtu.be/DIU92xYuoUI
www.teachphysed.weebly.com

Skill:
• kicking

Equipment:

Set up:
Bowling pin  

Beanbag (or critter)  

Hula Hoop  

Ball

• balls
• hula-hoops
• beanbags (rubber chickens, pigs, or
penguins are fun to collect in addition
to beanbags)

Object of the Game:
Students kick the ball (from their end
line), trying to knock down one of the bowling pins placed along the centre line. If a
pin is knocked down, the student may collect one beanbag (or critter) from any hoop
and bring it back to his/her own hoop.

How to play:
Depending on the size of your class
students can work alone or with a partner.
• Each student (or set of partners) will
need a ball, hoop and beanbag (critter).
Set up these items along one of the
end lines in the gym, beanbag in the
hula-hoop and ball on end line.
• On “go” the student will kick the ball
(from the end line) toward the pins set
up across the centre line (approximately 8–12).
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• If a pin is knocked over the student must
first set the pin back up and retrieve the
ball. Then he/she can then take one
beanbag (critter) from any hoop and put
it in his/her hoop. If working in pairs
the partner will then have a turn.
• If the student misses the pin he/she
retrieves the ball and goes back to his
end line to try again.

Variations:
Instead of kicking students can roll
or throw a ball at the bowling pins, vary
bowling pin distance, use larger targets
(pylons instead of bowling pins).
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kristin.albo@sportmanitoba.ca

Brandon University

Nancy Stanley
stanley@brandonu.ca

U of M

Joannie Halas
halasjm@cc.umanitoba.ca

U of W

Nathan Hall
na.hall@uwinnipeg.ca

Student Rep: U of M

Kristyn Radchenka
kristyn.radchenka@outlook.com

Student Rep: U of W

Russell Wallace
rwallace037@gmail.com

Student Rep: U of W
Glynnis Eyford
geyford@gmail.com

Student Rep: Brandon U

Jake Weidenhamer
jakeweidenhamer@gmail.com

Regan Myers
rmyers@sunrisesd.ca
Jodi Shachtay
jshachtay@isd21.mb.ca
Vacant

Rob Abbott
rabbott@ffsd.mb.ca
Vacant

South Central

Walter Fehr
walter.fehr@gvsd.ca

Westman

Barb Hildebrand
bhildebrand@rrsd.mb.ca

